Regional Medicaid Reimbursement Picture
State

Reimbursement

Special Notes

Iowa



Not concerned with location or whether by
telemedicine or in person
Basically pay for any code that meets the criteria
of "appropriate code billed and standards of
practice within the community are met"
Do not pay for store and forward
Do not pay for e-mail consults
No facility fee



Mental Health is carved out
managed care subcontracted to
Magellan they do pay for
telemedicine…not much according
to providers, but do pay



To be paid you need to have a
contract with Magellan

Pay for two way interactive and store and forward
Do not pay e-mail consult
Very small facility fee
Medically appropriate codes are paid as same rate
as face to face. GT modifier for interactive, CQ for
store and forward



Coverage for Mental Health
effective October 1, 2006



Payment to MD’s but not PA’s or
APN’s



Limits consult to no more then
3/week







Minnesota






Nebraska





Use GT modifier on codes
Can bill transmission fee at $0.08/minute
NE Medicaid does not pay a facility fee



Do not allow video phone consults

North
Dakota



The recipient must be present during the provision
of the service
The appropriate CPT codes are used by the
consulting site along with a GT modifier
The originating site uses HCPC code Q3014
Physicians at both the originating and consulting
sites may bill for services
Supplies needed for any procedures performed are
considered part of the procedure and are not
separately billable



Separate long distance charges
required for out-of-network sites
are billable to North Dakota
Medicaid. Medicaid will pay for
the actual cost charged by the
telephone company

Limited codes 99241-99275; 99211-99215; 90862;
90801
Pay for interactive (GT modifier) and store and
forward (GQ modifier)
Do not pay facility fee



Do not pay for hospital based
outpatient counseling






South
Dakota
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